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Second Nature
The oleanders wave
their poison wands
in poison air
like prairie weeds
I’ve emigrated.
No elm, not even a dead one,
arches from this hot clay.
How shocking the palms are
not soft at all
not like hair for all
their ferny intricacy.
Rough trunks
leaves that gleam in the heat
like painted metal.
their fronds, fondled,
slice your hands.
But in the tent
and temple of this magnolia
glossy darkness
hung with lights:
I close my eyes,
inhale,
grow small
and find the north foundation wall
behind its row of bridal veil
thin place a dog,
a child goes
where lily-of-the-valley gorws.
As if, if I bent
to touch this crackled earth
I’d feel that softness
like bread, like cake,
wet, loam-flecked earthworms
venomless ants.
Take what your vague earthmother grants
coarser grass that’s green all year
lizard for lilac for egret for spearlike forsythia for saltmarsh for snow.
Go,
it’s a trade
perfume for perfume
a new depth of shade
where wisteria dazzles the moss hung tree.

Some Live Oaks
Three blocks closer to the beach there are none
But here, though stunted, they hold
made like their far cousins the salt cedars
beautiful in a balance of tribulations.
The wind turns what the sun lifts
as gravity arcs it all down. It’s hard
to believe there wasn’t a worker, “hammered
gold and gold enameling.” But Byzantium falls
Emperor and Sultan, the Patriarch, shorn of retinue
lives in the diminished splendor of his house
while those confections, satisfying the most sublime
intelligence of the eye whether or not
they come by chance
are lavished on us. As we stroll the neighborhood
up to Food King for cigarettes and milk
back from parole counseling, volleyball, church
or running the kids to ballet in the Volvo
they’re there waving their ten thousand gothic leaves
phoenix feathers, feathers of the roc
everything in them gnarled, intricate, twisted,
perfect together, making a vivid splash of our land—
anchored life in the air, making a cave
of the sky.

Reading an Oleander
Leaf by leaf she noses it, decoding
here a whole spear there a tip
now a section of stem
as if it were the Summa Theologica
this squat plant in a playground.
Such attention! The mind and body of the bred
huntress one in pursuit of the message
inhaling it isomer by isomer
tracking, expertly, its tracings across the papyrus.
This is her Guide for the Perplexed,
her Blackstone, her Constitution
help from her comrades in time.
A trail of awakenings
within the planetary densities of earth,
its thin envelope of air.
Generously given, though issued only after much
deliberation, subject to change and erosion,
put here on purpose,
such testimonies sustain her
and the world
keeps on dawning in doglight.

A Window for the Annunciation
The angel glows, a little like a jukebox,
bright sleazy colors in his robe and wings.
Our Lady, the Tower of Ivory,
curves in humility like a sectioned tusk, though she’s not
passive, clearly. She’s been reading from a thick book,
a codex—a little out of time, as the architectural
angles, in their receding perspective, are a little
out of kilter on the two-dimensional plane.
A pot of something, maybe hyacinths,
blooms symbolically.
Art flowers blossom at Gabriel’s head.
The Holy Spirit, cramped a bit, to fit the composition.
sheds rays of red light, drops of blood
(a Freudian interpretations also tried to suggest itself.)
In the room, not a room but a patchwork
of cobalt lozenges, Mary’s face is severe,
unreadable, a little famished. She doesn’t
look fourteen. The androgynous angel,
his credible foot resting on a cloud puff,
is more the maidenly. It’s his arms, their positioning.
Art, like bigotry, sums things up quickly:
Men kill, women bless. When I take off my glasses
to check the way things balance, two blurs bulge
and cooperate asymmetrically. Nice work.
It’s not Chartres or Chagall, but the message
comes through. The priest, returning from
convivialities at the front door, watches me
jotting notes in my checkbook. Catholic churches
house every odd sort, he’ll let it go.
As I U-turn out of my spot by the parking lot
onto Avenue K, a street-tough young man,
dressed up, but not for church, bends gracefully
to the broken sidewalk to retie his daughter’s shoe.

Bag Lady

Café on the Beachfront
The wind
both always
and never
vanishes
Over the years
the skinny busboy
will thicken
or become a scrawny
chain-smoking
old man
the palm trees
sadder
in this salty
fumey wind
they don’t like
being boxed
on the concrete
trafficy
seawall
All things
are pointers pointing
as if
the palms
wrote in their own notebooks
watching as
I grow
defective
When I’m gone
someone else
will come
to something else
built here
look at the water
never quitting
mull the wind
the future
like the past
except for the decoration
already beginning.

She’s learned to talk to cops with a Junior League hauteur
but the voice is too reedy
her mesh bags make it clear:
I have nowhere else to keep my deodorant.
We don’t believe her when she says she isn’t stranded.
She’s brushed her hair
but the face she turns from both to booth
around the little universe of the coffee shop
is bloated by medication, by nights in awkward places,
its puffed flesh gathered carelessly by men who’ve mocked her
inferior men with rooms, with cars.
Through it all she’s kept a composure,
“My fiancé is coming to get me.”
© 2008 John Gorman
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but tonight the man in blue radios her in.

Intersection
She left St. Petersburg
when she was fifteen.
Her parents bought her
a one way ticket to Berlin.
He walked from Kiev
through the frozen fields of Poland,
Cyrillic letters
raining where he went.
They met in a small library
where poetry stretched
wide on the shelves
wider than politics,
wider than philosophy,
wider than physics
and I was
already there
in the fireworks of their eyes.

Later In Life
I started to count the days.
Numbers mocked me as if
I was adding books and rivers.
I couldn't understand how years
were multiplied by so many losses.
When I reread my poems,
letters fell from their pages
and the remaining whiteness was
my own reflection.
I headed home
and memories turned streets to lava.
I then knew I had become
many strangers.

At Night
I would walk
streets with strange names:
Street of the Innocents,
Street of the Sleeping Pig,
Discharge Street.
For hours, I would watch trucks
and listen
as they went over bridges
like bows
across
violin strings.

Ma Bell
It's Not Easy
One day, the river
rose from its bed
and went
walking through my poems.
I followed behind, and came
to the junction of many dreams,
didn't know which way to turn.
I thought then,
if only I could go sailing
from telephone pole to telephone pole,
I would reach out
and touch the world.

Writing poems about aging
facing blank pages at the River Café.
I write time flows differently inside a poem.
and the page catches my reflection.
On the other side of the poem,
my father sits at his desk.
He jots down another stanza,
a rose blooms on the tip of his pen.
He looks up, his face
younger than mine.
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Long Distance
At first we all went horizontal.
It was as if New York had fallen
flat on its face.
Later,
tombstones started to click years
like odometers of runaway cars.
Pine boxes became telephone booths
from which we called collect
friends and relatives still alive.
After each call,
my neighbor's widow
wept guilt and flowers on the ground.
She would stand very still, her precious time
slowly fading into memories of clocks.

There Were Rumors
Some monumental error had occurred.
History had derailed,
a runaway train,
causing the future
to wrap itself around the past.
The reason, some said, was
time fatigue.
There were rumors
sunsets were not really taking place,
clouds were losing blood
drifting East
like wounded horses
and the sun
rolling across cities was
the dial of a broken clock
showing two minutes
to disaster.

Mr. Bureaucracy Moved In
and although the weather bureau had predicted
a dry day,
$$$ fell for 24 hrs
across the dreaming of the poor.
It rained so hard,
the sky lost all its money
and afterlife stocks fell
so low,
Bureaucracy said he would keep track of pennies
deposited on the eyes of the dead
although that money wasn't
working money anymore.

I Remember
Miriam on her bed, drifting away
on strong currents of hallucinations
and Scarlet Fever pacing, unwanted
guest in her small room.
I remember we lost
our way to the funeral home.
The sun was sinking and
Death stood there
not saying anything.
I remember we kept returning
to Anger Drive, it was
a one way street.
A little girl who was
Miriam's friend said:
Miriam better not
go up there because
the sky has fever
look,
the sky's all red.

Sister Alienation
Did you ever cross the city,
your shadow so black,
passersby thought they saw
the doorways of night roll?
Did you ever step inside a post office
with the bird of revolution on your shoulder
so red,
that letters written by lovers
flew through open windows
and circled for years
the county airport?
Did you ever lie down on the pavement
of a busy street
and the street became a desert
and the asphalt your pillow?
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Buffalo Music
I approached them swiftly
across an featureless plain,
effortlessly aloft like a hawk
scouring the prairie for prey
among the wind-swept grass,
my shadow a flicker of dark
racing across the emptiness
like a panicked hare.
They are black-mossed hills
from afar, a mirage
of light and speed and height
that resolves into a truth
as the distance narrows:
a herd at ease, monstrous
heads craned low as they graze
in ruminant silence,
waiting for the summons
to resume the slow circuit
of their migratory lives.
They will move again when
the skies tell them they must,
nosing their braying calves
in front of them and raising
a billowing canopy of dust.

Yard Sale
Even the weather – crisp, the sky
rinsed clean by overnight rain –
cannot dispel the depressing
fact of another person’s junk
splayed, naked and obscene,
on the chaste well-trimmed lawn.
A pair of unmatched bookends –
a chimpanzee, paw on chin,
adrift in clichéd thought,
a rearing stallion with its sex
smudged to a euphemism –
embrace a decade’s worth
of National Geographics
untouched except by mildew’s
wavering, tainted hand.
Nothing surprises or edifies.
I know this life. I live it.
A mistake: I turn to go

But not just yet. Lifting
their necks and shaking them
as though roused from sleep,
the buffalo sing, their voices
worn soft from northern winter
and poignant with the ache
of their unknown purpose,
the grief of empty spaces.

and glimpse, among
the dented double boilers
and golf shirts leached to beige,
a small bronze Buddha
scrubbed bright as a smiling sun
and plump with a thousand lies.
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The Pilgrimage of Grace
It began with rumors of wonders
then the wonders themselves
made necessary by so much belief:
a two-headed calf, a deaf-mute
chanting the mass, mid-summer snow,
a Virgin bleeding from limestone eyes.
All were signs, though of what
the wise and witless alike disagreed.
So they gathered up their lives
and swarmed south, churning fields
and fouling streams with their passion,
cutting peat to roast the rabbits
snared on demesnes abandoned
by shabby barons and silken earls
fearful of even a prayerful mob.
It was not the old faith they sought
but a chance to keen its loss.
All deaths deserve their ceremony.
They would discover, on the scaffold
or hanged from a convenient oak,
that a king’s mercy is a miracle
rarer than any crone with child,
than any risen Christ beckoning
from among the clouds of sunset.

Late Arrival
Mine was an old God
long past his prime,
not quite gaga but gone to seed,
his mind elsewhere –
other galaxies, other worlds,
other species bred
from a universe once new
enough to surprise Him.
He gouged me from clay
like Adam but, bored,
left me only half made up,
a something being
with a sometime soul,
bereft of the hope and terror
that a proper creature
owes a proper creator.
His breath was feeble,
silted with crumbling leaves
and sweet with bruised fruit.
He wheezed me into life.
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Chickasawhatchee Tornado
This is a dream my grandmother had
Down on the farm.
She heard the racket, looked out the front,
And saw it headed straight for the house.
She ran to her widowed bed
And on her knees she asked for help.
Until the thing had spun away
With all the sheds and the smokehouse
And most of the pecan trees that stood
On three sides of her little place.
The shrieking twister
Circled the house,
Wrecking and howling,
Twisting roof-tin on the power lines
As the praying old lady
Held the center.
It left, and a great rain
Thundered into action,
But she could barely hear it
After the monster.
And with the elation
Of her survival
Came the impulse
In the moment of bliss:
“Lord, I can’t wait to tell
My husband about this.”

In Zavala County by the Clear, Cold River
Somebody left a decapitated rattler
On the Nueces River bridge one summer,
And his still-proud, diamond-backed ghost
Haunts the place still, summer and winter,
And will, till what’s left finds what’s lost
In his mind or in mine, in both perhaps.
I camp below the bridge on our piece of river
Just above the waterfall. Wordsworth said
“The sounding cataract haunted me like a passion”
(As good a line as you’ll see on the subject),
And I can substitute “rattlesnake” for “cataract”
Without losing it all, not all at all,
All I owe to that old self-indulgent sport,
The wonderful Woodrow Wilson of the Wye.
If you sleep too close to the falls all night,
You’ll wake up deaf as a post, all right,
And on the Nueces you don’t want to find
That rattlesnake rattling his rattles in your mind.

Survivors
The deafening pandemonium
Of war’s shockwaves, shrieks and roars of fearsome
Human and inhuman conflicts which come
From the cacophonic martial harmonium
Give little rest or silence, calm or choice
To soldiers tense with agonized power
To listen for any still, small voice
Whispering wisdom in this distracted hour.
Yet the survivors, those who knew
A kind of grace in this chaos of force,
And who recall the tribute that is due
To fallen friends, compassionate remorse
And a kind of dedication, a gift from death,
Pause at times to listen, holding their breath.
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The Ghost from Stratford
In Shakespeare’s sonnets, a plain simplicity
Fences with its opposite, a complex vision,
More narrow, more conscientious in decision,
Wiser, feebler, with a more prudent clarity,
Cooler, inept to wrest the loosened reins
From demented passion in emergencies,
Safer to trust—when one must—but a disease
To all the satisfactions it detains.
It is the other which concerns us most,
Of course, for here it comes, that fog of sorts
That engages, enrages, tantalizes, contorts
The prepared identities we used to boast
Were integrated parts of our destined roles,
And passionate destiny shoots them full of holes.

She Stands by the Confederate Memorial and Smiles
A few pitchers of beer
And the afternoon slid by like the brown Oconee
As two guys hooked crappie from the sun deck
And one graduate student explained
She was a survivalist
And the time was near
To retreat into
The wilderness.
Her boyfriend had it
All figured out.
And did we want to come?
And the other lady with the long dress
And the nineteenth-century countenance
Was so glad to have someone
To talk to, and her eyes
Plundered our faces
Like elegant robbers
And did we have to go?

Coffee with the Dog
"As I sat adrowse
At my very meek board,
Why who should arouse
Me from sleep but the Lord?"
--Byron Herbert Reece
Nothing imperative, I just thought
I'd talk to you about this.
So I did.
Samuel is in his canasta
By my desk. He gets up with me
Before daylight.
After he has had
His breakfast, he'd like
To go back to bed,
But the door is closed
(He always checks),
So he jumps in his basket
And does the best he can.
And soon he is asleep,
Usually with his legs in the air.
And I drink my coffee
And decide what to do next.
How to phrase my way
Through time, you know,
And all of that.
I didn't mention,
Though I should have,
That when my chair squeaks,
His ears move, even when he's asleep.
Talk about faithful.
Good boy, Sammy.
Samuel, good boy.

And I get the car
And there you are.
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John Gorman lives in Galveston and teaches
literature and creative writing at UH-CL. He has three
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Houston Poetry 2005, (both published by Mutabilis
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